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Introduction
Recently I have seen many examples of a type of architecture that was new to
me. Half of the demonstrations at OOPS LA '97 were examples of thi s
architecture. I have not found any descriptions of thi s architecture, yet the
number of systems that I have seen indicates that it is widely used. This
architecture leads to extremely extensible systems, often ones that can be
extended by non-programmers. Like any architectural style, it has costs. It is
not efficient of CPU time, but is usually used where efficiency isn't important.
A bigger problem is that the architecture can be hard for new developers to
understand. I hope thi s paper will help eliminate this problem.
The architecture has many names, sometimes called just a "reflective
architecture" or a "meta-architecture". However, it is more specific than just a
reflective architecture. It was called the "Type Instance pattern" in a tutorial
at OOPS LA '95 [GHV95). This paper calls it the "Dynamic Object Model
architecture". Most of the systems I have seen with a Dynamic Object Model
are business system s that manage products of some sort and are extended to
add new products, so I have called it the "User Defined Product architecture"
in the past[J098).
Most object-oriented systems have a static object model. In other words, the
object model does not change at run-time, but is fixed when the program is
designed. A system based on a Dynamic Obj ec t Model stores an object model
in a database and interpret s it. Changing the object model will immediately
result in a changed behavior. The object model is usually easy to change
because there are usually special purpose user interfaces for changing it.
The Dynamic Object Model has been used to represent insurance
policies[J098), to bill for telephone call s, and to check whether an equipment
configuration is likel y to work. It has been used to model workflow[DT98) ,
to model documents, and to model databases.

The Structure of the Dynamic Object Model
The Dynami c Obj ect Model architecture is made up of several smaller
patterns. The most important is T ype Object, which separates an Entity from
an EntityType. Entities have Attrib utes, whi ch are impl emented with th e
Property pattern , and the Type Object pattern is used a second time to separate
Attributes from AttributeTypes. The Strategy pattern is often used to define
the behavior of an Entity Type. As is common in Entity-Relationship
modeling, a Dynamic Obj ec t Model usuall y separates attributes from
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relationships. Finally, there is usually an interface for non-programmers to
define new EntityTypes.
Type Object
Most object-oriented languages structure a program as a set of classes. A
class defines the structure and behavior of objects. Most object-oriented
systems use a separate class for each kind of object, so introducing a new kind
of object requires making a new class, which requires programming.
However, there is often little difference between new kinds of objects. If the
difference is small enough, the objects can be generalized and the difference
between them described by parameters.
For example, consider a factory scheduling system for a factory that makes
many kinds of products. Each product has a different set of raw materials and
requires a different set of machine tool s. The factory has many kinds of
machines, and has varying numbers of each. Each type of product would have
a plan that indicates how to build it. The plan indicates the types of machines
that are needed, but not the particular ones that are to be used. The factory
scheduling system takes a set of orders and produces a schedule that ensures
those orders are built on time. It assigns each order to a particular set of
machines, checking that there are enough machines of a particular type to do
all the work needed in a day. When the factory builds a product, it might
record its BuildHistory so that quality control inspectors will know the exact
machines that were used to build it.
One way to associate plans with products is to introduce a subclass of Product
for each type of product, and to define an operation in each subclass to return
the plan. In the same way, there would be a subclass of Machine for each type
of machine. However, the only difference between MachineTypes is the
number of in stances and their name. Further, a plan needs to refer to machine
types, and some languages (like C++) make it hard to have an object point to a
class or to create an object from a class with a particular name. There should
be a MachineType object that knows all the machines in the factory of a
particular type. A Plan will refer to a MachineType either by name or by
direct reference. A system for designing Plans might require more
information about a MachineType, but a system for scheduling will not. If
MachineType is a separate class then Mach ines are general enough that there
is no reason to subclass them. In the same way, the only difference between
types of products is probably the plans used to make them. It is not necessary
to make a subclass of Product for each type of product; make a class
ProductType and create in stances of ProductType in stead of subclasses of
Product.
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The Type Object pattern split a class into two classes, one the type of the first,
and then to replace subclasses of the original with in stances of the type class .
It can be used in the factory scheduling system to replace subclasses of
Product and Machine with instances of ProductType and MachineType. It can
be used in an airline scheduling system to replace subclasses of Airplane with
instances of AirplaneType (Coad 1992). It can be used in a
telecommunications billing system to replace subcl asses of NetworkEvent
with instances of NetworkEventType. In all these cases, the difference
between one type of object and another is primarily their data values, not their
behavior, so the Type Object pattern works well .
Property
The attributes of an object are usuall y impl emented by its in stance variables.
A class defines the in stance variables of its in stances. If objects of different
types are all the same class, how can their attributes vary?
The soluti on is to implement attributes differentl y. In stead of each attribute
being a different in stance variable, make an in stance variable that hold s a
collection of attributes.
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The core of a Dynamic Object Model is a combination of Type Object and
Property. The Type Object pattern di vides the system into Entiti es and
EntityTypes. Entities have properties. But usually each property has a type,
too, and each EntityType then specifi es the types of the properties of its
entities. A PropertyType is usuall y more like a variable declaration than li ke
an abstract data type. It often keeps track of the name of the property, and
also whether the value of the property is a number, a date, a string, etc. The
result is an object model si milar to the foll owing:

Dynamic Object Model
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Sometimes objects differ onl y in havi ng different properties. For example, a
system th at just reads and writes a database can use a Record wi th a set of
Properties to represent a sin gle record, and can use RecordType and
PropertyType to represent a table.
But usuall y different kinds of objects have di fferent kinds of behaviors. For
example, maybe records need to be checked for consistency before being
written to a database. Although many tables will have a simple consistency
check, such as ensuring that numbers are within a certain range, a few will
have a complex consistency checking algorithm . Thu s, Property isn't en ough
to eliminate the need for subclasses. A Dynamic Object Model needs a way
to change the behavior of objects.
Strategy
A strategy is an object that represents an algorithm . The strategy pattern
defines a standard interface for a fa mil y of algorithms so that clients ca n work
wi th any of them. If an obj ect 's behav ior is defined by one or more strateg ies
then that behavior is easy to change.
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Each application of the strategy pattern leads to a different interface, and thus
to a different class hierarchy of strategies. In a database system, strategies
mi ght be associated with each property and used to validate them. The
strategies would then have one public operation, validateO. But strategies are
more often associated with the fundamental entities being modeled, where
they impl ement the operations on the methods.

Dynamic Object Model
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Entity-Relationship
Attributes are properties that refer to immutable values like numbers, strings,
or colors. Relationships are properties that refer to other entities.
Relationships are usually two-way; if Gene is the father of Carol then Carol is
the daughter of Gene. Thi s di stinction , which has long been a part of classic
entity-relationship modeling and which has been carried over into modern
object-oriented modeling notation s, is usuall y a part of a dynamic objectmodel architecture. The distinction often leads to two subclasses of
properties, one for attributes and one for relationships.

One way to separate attributes from associations is to use the Property pattern
twice, once for attributes and once for associations. Another way is to make
two subcl asses of Property, Attribute and Association. An Association wou ld
know its cardinality. A third way to separate attributes from associations is by
the value of the property. Suppose there is a class Value whose subclasses are
all immutabl e. Typical values would be numbers, strings, quantities (numbers
with units), and colors. Properties whose value is an Entity are associati ons,
whil e properties whose value is a Value are attributes.
Although thi s is a co mmon pattern, I am not sure why it is used. Perhaps it is
just a more accurate model. Or perhaps it is used by habit because designers
ha ve been trained in Entity-Relationship modeling. It is interest ing that few
language designers seem to fee l the need to represent these relationships, but
most designers of systems wi th dynamic object models do.
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User Interface for Defining Types
One of the main reasons to design a Dynamic Object Model is to extend the
system by defining new types without programming. Sometimes the goal is
to enable users to extend the system without programmers. But even when
onl y the developers will define new types, it is common to build a speciali zed
user interface for definin g types. For exampl e, the insuran ce framework at the
Hartford has a user interface fo r definin g new kinds of in surance, including
th e rules for calcul ating their pri ce. Innoverse, a telephone billing system, has
a user interface for definin g geographical region s, monetary units, and billing
rul es for different geographi cal regions expressed in vari ous monetary units.
Th e Argos school administration system lets has a user interface for definin g
new document types and workfl ows.
Types are often stored in a centrali zed database. Thi s means that when
so meone defines new types, applications can use them without having to be
recompiled. Often applicat ions are able to use the new types immediately,
whil e other times they cache type informati on and must refresh their caches
before they will be able to use the new types.
The alternati ve to having a user interface for creating and editing type
information is write programs to do it. In fact , if programmers are the only
ones creating type information then it is often easier to let them do it by
writing programs, since they can use their usual programming environment
for this purpose. But the onl y way to get non-programmers to maintain the
type info rmati on is give it a user interface.
Advantages of Dynamic Object Models
If a system is continu ally changing, or if you want users to be able to extend
it. then the Dynamic Object Model architecture is often useful. The
alternati ve is to pick a simpl e programming language that is flexible and easy
to learn . In fact, a Dynamic Obj ect Model is a kind of programming
language. Vi sual Basic cou ld be thought of as based on a Dynami c Obj ect
Model, though its internals are hidden and it is hard to be sure.
Systems based on Dynamic Obj ect Models can be mu ch small er than
altern atives. One architect told me that hi s 50,000 line system had more
fea tures than systems written without a dy namic obj ect model th at took over 3
milli on lines of code. I am working on replacing a sy stem with several
milli ons lines of code with a system based on a dynami c obj ect model that I
predict will require about 20,000 lines of code. Thi s makes these systems
easier to change by experts, and (in theory) should make them easier to
understand and mainta in.
Disadvantages of Dynamic Object Models
A Dynami c Object Model is hard to build. The systems th at I 've seen use it
have all been designed by ex peri enced architects. What happens whe n the
system is maintain ed by less experienced programmers? These systems are
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often hard for less experienced developers to understand. This is by far the
biggest di sadvantage of this architecture, and architects should choose it
cautiously and plan to spend more than usual on documentation and training.
A system based on a Dynamic Object Model is an interpreter, and can be
slow. Most of the systems I 've seen have been fast enough with only a little
optimization. However, I've also seen a few in which some of the features
were too slow.
A system based on a Dynamic Obj ect Model is defining a new language. It is
a domain-specific langu age that is often easier for users to understand than a
ge neral-purpose language, but it is still a language. When you define a new
language, you have to define support tools like a debugger, version control,
and documentation tools. This is extra work. If you let users define their own
types, you have to teach them good software engineering practices like
test in g, confi guration control, and documentation. Is it worth the effort?
Some designers do not worry about this and their projects usually come to a
bad end. Others avoid these problems by only allowing developers to define
new types. Others train their users. There are many ways around this
problem, but it is a problem that should be faced and not ignored.

Summary
A Dynamic Object Model provides an interesting alternative to traditional
obj ect-oriented design. Like any architecture, it has both advantages and
di sadvantages. The more examples we study, the better we will understand its
strength s and weaknesses. Please contact me if you have used thi s
arc hitecture in the past and can provide more examples or if you know of any
papers that describe thi s architecture or aspects of it.
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DISCUSSION
Rapporteur: Dr Robert Stroud
Lecture One
During hi s presentation, Professor Johnson remarked that it was well known that multiple
inheritance was a bad solution to a parti cular problem. Given that thi s was community
knowledge, Professor Balzer wanted to know how a pattern would point people away from
usi ng multiple inheritance. Professor John son replied that the circumstances for using
multiple inheritance were domain specific - it was known that multiple inheritance could
get you into trouble but it could also work nicely in some circumstances and perhaps rules
could be written to explain this.
Professor Bal zer wasn't sati sfied with thi s an swer and wanted to know how thi s
knowledge was documented. Mr Jackson rephrased the question in the following way eac h pattern describes the circumstances in which it is applicable but what about the
circumstances when it wasn't applicable and would be a bad design choice? Professor
John son replied that everything was bad in some circumstances and you could usually
figure out what the drawback s were for a given pattern by thinking about it. However, he
agreed that it was important to describe the drawbacks as well as the advantages of each
pattern.
Commenting furth er on the issue of multiple inheritance, Professor Johnson said that
plenty of people had written about multiple inheritance and when it was useful. Java put
sensible restriction s in the language to con strain the use of multiple inheritance - in
parti cular, you could use multiple inheritance for different interfaces but not for mergin g
implementations where you needed more control. In contrast, the Li sp community liked
automatic mergin g of implementations but whilst thi s might be OK for an MIT PhD
student, it wasn't something for the average C++ programmer which was why the C++
gurus say "don ' t do thi s". Java went further and put the rules into the language. MIT PhD
students might find this limiting but it was probabl y a good design decision for Java.
Returning to the original question, Professor Johnson said that there was knowledge and it
could probabl y be generalised but tended to be domai n specific. A programmer in the
in surance indu stry needed to know what was useful and worked well in their parti cular
domain.
Professor Shaw had a question about the exposition of pattern s. She agreed that there was a
place for describing the circumstances in which a pattern was applicable but it was also
necessary to talk about the domain. How should thi s information be organised - by pattern
or by domain? Professor Johnson replied that the material should be organised in whatever
way communicated it best to the reader. However, you shouldn ' t try and put too much into
a pattern - the Design Pattern s book probably represented an upper limit of what people
could handle. But you needed to figure out how to organise the descriptions so that peopl e
could easily access the useful bits.
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Mr Jackso n sa id that thi s wasn't just a matter for th e writer - it was important that the
exposition should match the reader' s expectations. Professor John son felt th at the problem
was how to find useful pattern s, so me rough, some polished. If you wanted to get so me
inform ation abou t what was on at th e movies , you tended to ask people who liked the same
kind of thin g th at you did . So hav ing this kind of guide was useful. Professo r Rande ll
rem arked th at the ACM collections of subroutine libraries represented nearl y SO years
experi ence of thi s kind of thin g in Computing.
Lat er in the talk , Professor John son described the Strategy pattern and Professor Balzer
asked if th e change of strategy was just a sw itch and didn ' t in volve changing details.
Professor John so n agreed that the Strategy pattern did not help you to choose the algorithm
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- you could parameterise strategy objects but thi s would be a different use of the pattern.
Professor Randell remarked that these all sou nded like binding issues and Professor
John son agreed that binding was a very important part of man y patterns.
Dr Kay remarked th at the Acti ve Object-Model architec tu re th at Professor Johnson had
described was identical to the schema for ICL's data dicti onary whi ch had been shipped 20
years ago. Professor Johnson agreed that the architecture could be used to solve that kind
of problem but said that it had the drawback of takin g more bits, being less efficient, and
bein g harder to understand becau se it was more abstract. Dr Kay said that the biggest
di sadvantage was that query optimi sers didn't understand it. Professor John son agreed but
said that thi s hadn ' t been a problem for the particul ar instan ce of the pattern he had been
describing because the programmers had been using an OODBMS and wri ting queries in a
high level language.
Professor Sh aw asked for clarification about the relation ship between components and
their children . She was concerned that the diagram was structural but had a behavioural
interpretation.
A member of the audience commented that the di agra m was useful for run-time type
checking and that thi s was appropriate if you were happy to do your own type checkin g.
Professo r Randell drew an analogy with hi s earlier remarks about bindin g. Professor
Johnso n agreed, saying that another way of thinkin g about thi s was that you were
effectively in venting a new language. However, people were reluctant to think of it in
these terms, especially in traditional DP shops.
Professor Hall remarked that back in the old days of traditional databases, thi s might have
been called a meta schema. There was a need to talk abou t the processes underl yi ng an
arch itec ture, levels of architectural description and choi ces about binding decisions . The
issue was whether to do thi s automatically or manually by encod ing the rules in the
schema. Professor Johnson agreed that thi s was an important issue and something that he
saw a lot. However, it wasn't clear to him how thi s could be raised to a principle and
taught.
Professor Dobson observed th at in many cases you mi ght find that the rules encoded in the
model were owned by so me separate regulatory authority rather than being properties of
the types themselves - you might want to make thi s c lear in the model. Professor John son
felt th at the rul es belonged to variables and should be kept togeth er with them. Rul es
needed to be expre ss ed as constraints on things a nd it mi ght be necessary to cha nge
variable names to keep things con sistent. However, he accepted th at the different points of
view were an important issue and remarked that a related Telephone Company examp le
was more compli cated becau se it in volved different levels and issues of who owned the
meta information.
Dr Kay remarked that one of the reasons that peopl e built such models was because their
programming languages didn ' t have reflection. Professor Johnso n agreed but observed that
ironicall y thi s work had been done in Small talk wh ich was probably the most reflecti ve
programming la nguage used in business ! Programmers were reluctant to accept that what
they were do in g was inventin g anoth er OOPL. A lth ough they did use so me of the
refl ec ti ve facilities in Small talk , they tended to apolog ise for do in g so - in any case, these
patterns didn ' t depend on the use of refl ec ti on. He thought thi s was a cultural thin g - C++
programmers wo uldn't do thi s.
Dr Kay repli ed th at some people tri ed to do computation in SQL. Professo r Randell
observed that people used whatever tool they were used to. He recall ed th e joke about an
engineer being so meone with hammer look in g for a nail and sa id th at we shouldn ' t be
asham ed about thi s but shou ld be prepared to lea rn the limitati ons of our tool s. For
examp le, it wou ld not be appropriate to in stall wind ows using a hammer. To general
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laughter, Dr Perry joked that on the contrary, in stallin g (Microsoft) Window s with a
hammer was probably about the best thing to do with it'
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DISCUSSION
Rapporteur: Dr Rogerio de Lemos
Lecture Two
During the talk Professor Randell mentioned that twenty or thirty years ago in order to solve
a problem, it was fa shionable to invent a new language or to incorporate into an existing
language new mechanisms that would encapsulate features that before were programmed by
hand, and it was noticed at the time that in the design of fashionable languages very few
people could do it very well while the rest did some dreadful things. He continued by
querying whether there was a degree of similarity with the process of identifying and
publishing new patterns. Professor Johnson agreed with the statement, and added that once a
lan guage has been around for a long time it is difficult to make people use new features that
were created in a research environment.
After Professor Johnson presented the way in which Chri stopher Al exander's architectural
patterns had influenced the ideas around design patterns, Professor Brooks emphasised that
patterns reall y worked. Professor Randell made the comment that Chri stopher Alexander, in
one of hi s book "Notes in the Synthesis of Form", had made an attempt to produce a logical
framework to solve problems that would only work if the solution to the problem was
kn own beforehand. He al so said that years after of the book was publi shed , Alexander
himself admitted that some of ideas of the book were impractical. Professor Brooks added
that the power in pattern languages is the knowledge associated with patterns.
Mr Jack son asked the speaker to clarify the following conflicting view: on the on e hand , .
there was the impress ion that the twenty three patterns described originally in the book
"Pattern s in Concurrent Programming " plu s the two or three pattern s presented on the
previ ous talk by the speaker appeared to be sufficient, while on the other hand, there was
thi s ambition to identify and publi sh even more patterns. Professor John son answered that
the aim was to write patterns that can be used by everyone, perhaps a thou sand patterns, but
he did not know the right number, he al so mentioned that the patterns described in the book
were specifically for object-oriented programming.
After Professor Johnson presented the benefit s of using design pattern s, Dr de Lemos asked
wh ether the speaker could al so enumerate some negative aspects. Profess or John son
answered that there were a lot of people using patterns without understanding them, and that
pattern s have been defined without a coherent form of organi sation.

